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Meta has published multiple generations of VR headsets since 2015, from Gear VR to the most recent Quest Pro, 

and we have experienced great progress on VR display development. Starting from adopting smartphones as the 

display panel in Gear VR, to the most recent display in Quest Pro, we have implemented the advanced display 

technology including >1000-PPI display panels, high performance mini-LED backlights and quantum dot films to 

achieve high resolution, contrast ratio and better color performance [1]. 

 
Fig. 1. (a) Illustration and efficiency comparison between conventional LCD and color-separated LCD and 

(c) Real display image taken through color-separated LCD prototype 
 

For the future VR displays, there are six key metrics, including 1) high resolution to meet retinal limit, 2) glasses 

form factor for comfort wearing, 3) high panel efficiency to save battery life, 4) large color gamut, 5) less ghost 

images and 6) less motion-image blur for a better image quality. In this keynote, we will present the goal and our 

progress for each metric. In addition, for future VR headset, Reality Labs Research has demonstrated a super 

compact VR headset known as “Holocake” [2], which uses diffractive optics to shrink the optics volume and 

requires a laser-based LCD to keep high resolution. However, the existing laser-based LCDs are of low efficiency, 

as 1) the transmittance of existing LCDs is < 5% and 2) the wall-plug-efficiency of RGB laser sources is 3~6X 

lower than that of the white LED. Therefore, we proposed the adoption of the display architecture called “color-

separated LCD” (Fig 1(a)), to overcome the efficiency loss inside the LCD stack (e.g., Small TFT aperture and 

color-filter layer) and boost the optical transmittance by ~12X. In addition, it supports the widest Rec2020 color 

gamut and suppresses ghosts in pancake optics. We will review the working principles of color-separated LCDs and 

share our recent demo (Fig 1(b)) in this presentation. 
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